Adjectives and Adverbs

Directions: Circle the correct word in each sentence.

Example: The teacher is (patient, patiently) with her students.

Example: The teacher works (patient, patiently) with her students.

1. Betty is the most (beautiful, beautifully) girl in town.

2. Sharon usually sings (sad, sadly).

3. The books that John carries are (heavy, heavily).

4. The classroom was very (noisy, noisily)

5. Mary always dresses (beautiful, beautifully) to all the dances.

6. Whoever made the cake did a (wonderful, wonderfully) job.

7. Maria studied for her exam, therefore she knew the material (good, well).

8. Sue learned Spanish (quick, quickly).

9. Eric likes to sing (sad, sadly) songs.

10. Esmelda walked very (slow, slowly) down the hall.